Ruth gleaned in his field
Number of chapters in this book
The place in the city for all legal transactions
Naomi had a parcel of this to sell
Naomi changed her name to this
Elimelech journeyed here with his family
What did Ruth name her first son?
Transactions were legitimized by giving one's __
Ruth and Orpah did this when Naomi tried to leave
"Wither thou __, I will go"
What was the name of Ruth's mother-in-law?
This cereal crop was being harvested at the time
When Boaz redeemed Ruth, these were witnesses
The reason Elimelech left Bethlehem
These ruled in Israel at the time of Ruth
Boaz was considered a mighty man of __
What was Mahlon to Ruth?
Boaz' relationship to Naomi
Naomi thought God dealt __ with her
They came after the reapers to pick what was left
The reapers were told to leave this on purpose
Boaz considered Ruth to be this kind of woman
Naomi returned to this hometown with Ruth
Who was Naomi's husband?
Ruth was better to Naomi than __ __
Ruth did this to Boaz's feet as a proposal
What was Orpah's relationship to Ruth?
David was Ruth's kingly __ __
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